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“I don’t think you’re human if you don’t get nervous”.
Sidney Crosby [1].

Anxiety is in principle a normal and (often) helpful emotion
in humans and animals. However, anxiety can get excessive
and be impairing and disabling. If anxiety is excessive in
intensity and duration, occurs in actually non-dangerous sit-
uations, uncontrollable, and impairs actions, an anxiety dis-
order is typically diagnosed [2]. In the general population,
the following anxiety disorders are diagnosed (decreasing
frequency): specific phobias, social anxiety disorders, panic
disorder with/without agoraphobia, generalized anxiety dis-
order [3,4]. In elite athletes the specific subform of perfor-
mance anxiety disorder could be diagnosed, although it is not
yet included in the diagnostic manuals [5,6].

Epidemiological studies in the general population result
in anxiety disorders as the most frequent group of mental
disorders with a life-time prevalence between 11 and 33%

(depending on the study design) [4]. Epidemiological studies
on anxiety disorders in elite athletes are scarce, showing
overall no evidence so far that the prevalence would be mark-
edly different from the one in the general population, with
potentially even higher rates for generalized anxiety disorder
in athletes [7,8,9].

Athletes experience anxiety maybe more frequently than
the general population particularly in contests and other test
situations where their performance can have longlasting ef-
fects. Anxiety is not generally a negative reaction to situa-
tions as it can also free up additional resources [1,5,10]. How-
ever, too much anxiety and arousal can impair performance
by limiting decision making capacities and narrowing focus
(inverted U-hypothesis by Yerkes and Dodson) [1,6,11]. This
model has been extended by Hanin into the model of the
individual zones of optimal functioning (IZOF) where indi-
vidual variations in elite athletes and the relationship be-
tween competitive performance and an individual’s optimal
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range of anxiety are described [1,12,13]. Some athletes prefer
a good degree of stress or anxiety prior a competition for
optimal performance whereas others will do their best to stay
away from additional arousal [13].

If anxiety becomes a problem in an elite athlete this
should be detected early, in the same way as in the general
population, to prevent development of a chronic course. For
diagnosis, the known evaluated instruments for assessing
type and severity of the anxiety disorder, as well as differen-
tial diagnostic psychiatric assessment to exclude, for in-
stance, other mental disorders such as depression or trau-
ma-associated disorders, should be used. Furthermore, a
thorough examination should be done to exclude physical
disorders such as hyperthyreosis, asthma bronchiale or other
disorders [3,6,14]. Competition anxiety (which occurs not
typically in the general population) can be assessed using
specific scales [5].

Treatment of anxiety disorders in elite athletes should be
done in the same way as in the general population [15], albe-
it involving besides the athlete also the athlete’s team (after
developing a communication strategy addressing confidenti-
ality and disclosure with the patient). As a first step, as in the
treatment of any anxiety disorder, psychoeducation should
include the following point: explanation of the diagnosis,
anxiety disorders as frequent and treatable, non-dangerous
diagnoses, development and maintenance of anxiety by
avoidance behaviours and anticipatory anxiety, relationship
of body, emotions, thoughts in anxiety, inverted U-curve of
anxiety/arousal and performance [16], and finally general
stress- and self-management strategies. The specific treat-
ment plan then includes typically more sport-related exercis-
es developed with the coach and the team as well as specific
psychotherapy with a focus on individual triggers, physical,
emotional and mental reactions and avoidant and/or safety
seeking behaviours and subsequent exposure-based therapy.
Pharmacotherapy, if indicated should be done according to
the respective guidelines using particularly SSRI and SNRI,
less commonly tricyclic antidepressants [15,17]. Currently,
none of these medications are listed on the WADA Prohibit-
ed List (which should however always be checked before pre-
scription) [18]. Current research shows that therapists are
very hesitant to prescribe these medications despite no evi-
dence of negative (or positive) effects on performance.
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